
São Paulo, Brazil
+55 (11) 94240-3085
me@rafaelangeline.comRafael Angeline

Senior Software Engineer

Dynamic and motivated professional, managing projects from concept to completion, designing strategies, and really
good at building relationships. Demonstrating exceptional communication skills and making critical decisions during
challenges. Ability to work independently, creating effective solutions that actually solve problems.

08/2018 - 03/2019

08/2016 - 05/2019

03/2016 - 06/2016

08/2015 - 02/2016

01/2013 - 04/2015

Senior Web Engineer at 10upSenior Web Engineer at 10up

Remote
At this role, I've developed complex WordPress plugins and/or themes primarily using PHP.Mentored engineers and
provided code reviews. Got a great contact with enterprise clients and problems, always developing clever/cheap
solutions that just solved the problems.

Senior Web Engineer at Collabra TechnologySenior Web Engineer at Collabra Technology

Remote
Responsible for front-end and back-end that powers all the search and visual of corporate real estate portals. Testing
and developing new technologies/features and finding new solutions to save money or improve performance/user
experience are parts of my duties be that front or back end related.

Senior Technical Support Specialist at ThemePunchSenior Technical Support Specialist at ThemePunch

Remote
Help customers using the tools, mostly solving the complicated problems users couldn't solve alone. Improve the
support workflow, ensure replies quality to customers and improve bug reporting process.

Marketing Campaign Analyst at Pmweb Marketing Cloud ServicesMarketing Campaign Analyst at Pmweb Marketing Cloud Services

São Paulo - SP / Brazil
Develop and personalize dynamic marketing campaigns to big names of Brazilian retail sector using Oracle Cloud
Marketing platform.

Lead Web Engineer at CODE9RSLead Web Engineer at CODE9RS

Remote
Lead the remote team to build products based on WordPress (themes and plugins), optimize existing products,
implement new features/fix bugs and polish support assistance process.

2012 - 2016Maua UniversityMaua University

Software Engineer
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SpanishSpanish
Fluent

EnglishEnglish
Fluent

PortuguesePortuguese
Native
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